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Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the current state of scientific
knowledge regarding physical and psychological factors associated with walking
capacity in patients with lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS) with neurogenic claudication.
Design: Systematic scoping review.
Literature Search: We searched CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied
Health Literature), MEDLINE, Cochrane, PsycINFO, and SPORTDiscus databases.
Study Selection Criteria: Cohorts and cross-sectional studies reporting on
associations between physical or psychological factors and impaired walking capacity
in patients with symptomatic LSS were included.
Data Synthesis: Data were synthetized to identify associations between physical
or psychological factors and either walking capacity, gait pattern characteristics, or
functional tasks.
Results: Twenty-four studies were included. Walking capacity was significantly
correlated with several pain outcomes, disability, estimated walking distance, and
cross-sectional area of the lumbar spine. Gait pattern characteristics such as speed
and stride were strongly and positively correlated with disability outcomes. Functional
tasks were significantly correlated with lower back and upper limb disability, lower limb
endurance strength, ranges of motion, and speed. Associations with psychological
factors were mostly conflicting except for the Rasch-based Depression Screener and
the Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale (PASS-20) questionnaire that were associated with a
decreased performance in functional tasks.
Conclusion: Physical and psychological factors that are associated with walking
capacity in patients with symptomatic LSS were identified. However, many associations
reported between physical or psychological factors and walking capacity were
conflicting, even more so when correlated with walking capacity specifically.
Keywords: lumbar spinal stenosis, neurogenic claudication, walking capacity, gait pattern characteristics,
functional task
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INTRODUCTION
Symptomatic lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS), characterized by a
limited walking capacity due to leg pain, is a leading cause
of disability in the elderly (1, 2). Narrowing of the lumbar
spinal canal or lateral foramina, as well as compression or
decreased blood flow to the nerve roots (3, 4) are considered the
main causes of pain in this musculoskeletal condition. Lumbar
spinal stenosis is affecting between 11 and 39% (5, 6) of the
global population, especially people over the age of 65 (6, 7).
The acquired form of LSS arises from degenerative changes,
including disc degeneration (herniation or bulging), hypertrophy
of the ligamentum flavum, and spondylolisthesis and/or facet
osteoarthritis (3, 4, 8) and can involve the central canal, lateral
recess, foramina, or any combination of these anatomical sites
(8). Congenital LSS is due to abnormalities during development,
leading up to smaller pedicles length, which directly affects the
antero-posterior diameter of the spinal canal (9).
In patients with LSS, self-reported symptoms combined with a
physical examination represent themain assessment components
of the clinical portrait severity, considering that symptoms
and associated disability do not always correlate with results
from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Advanced imaging
provides information on the presence and extent of lumbar
spine degenerative changes and on the lumbar spinal canal
size, but does not translate information on functional capacity
(6). Indeed, a number of patients will show clear and severe
signs of stenosis on imaging but will experience few or no
symptoms. Commonly reported symptoms of LSS include leg
pain, numbness, cramps, fatigue, and weakness (8, 10). These
symptoms can be grouped under one appellation: neurogenic
claudication (NC). The presence of NC is modulated by the
patient’s posture, as it is brought on by lumbar extension when
standing or walking and relieved by lumbar flexion (i.e., sitting
or bending forward) (8).
Neurogenic claudication is triggered by performing daily
activities that require prolonged standing postures such as
walking, and patients often face a decrease in quality of life
(QoL) due to important walking and functional limitations. The
assessment of walking limitations plays a central role in LSS
management, both in the decision-making process regarding the
diagnosis (11) and treatment options (12). Most recent studies
evaluating treatment effects in patients with LSS have measured
walking abilities using different assessment methods. Some of
these studies focused on walking distance (13–15), while others
focused on walking time (16, 17), or both (18, 19) to report
on walking capacity. Indeed, severe symptoms combined with a
decrease in walking capacity, and subsequently in QoL, prompt
neurosurgeons to opt for surgery in patients with LSS (20, 21).
Walking impairment is a major issue in LSS, and many
physical and psychological factors are related to this decrease in
functional capacity. Several gait measures such as step length,
cadence, step width, and gait cycle have been assessed in LSS
patients, but it is not clear if and how they relate to the decline
in walking capacity. It is also known that walking limitations
can negatively influence or be influenced by psychological
factors such as a perceived low QoL and self-efficacy, and
increased anxiety and kinesiophobia (22, 23). Assessing physical
and psychological factors may provide relevant information
that would improve our understanding of how LSS affects
daily activities.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the current state
of scientific knowledge regarding physical and psychological
factors associated with walking capacity in patients with LSS and
associated NC.
METHODS
As systematic scoping reviews are used to inform future research
directions, this study design was deemed the most appropriate
to capture information from heterogeneous studies, map existing
literature and identify knowledge gaps (24). This scoping review
was based on the framework of Levac et al. using a 5-step
review method (25) and on the framework of Peters et al. for
the systematic aspect of the study conduct (24). This study was
registered on Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/6az7c/?
view_only=15ad45d1f1f14517b3706b154af12bb6).
Step 1: Identifying the Research Question
This scoping review was conducted to answer the following
question: What are the physical and psychological factors
associated with walking capacity in patients with LSS and
associated NC?
The main focus of this systematic scoping review was walking
capacity in patients with LSS and associated NC. Exploring
associations between physical or psychological factors and
walking capacity or performance in functional tasks should
provide critical information regarding the impact of LSS on daily
functioning. Interventions targeting physical and psychological
factors associated with the decline in walking capacity could
improve patients’ walking capacity and QoL and support
surgical decision-making.
Step 2: Identifying Relevant Studies
The search strategy was elaborated in collaboration with
a university librarian and was conducted using CINAHL
(Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature),
MEDLINE, Cochrane, PsycINFO, and SPORTDiscus databases
from inception to October 4, 2019. Then, an update of the
literature was completed on June 18, 2020. A combination of
keywords and MeSH terms was used to identify relevant studies.
The lead investigator (MH) conducted the literature search. The
search strategy was first developed for MEDLINE and adapted
to other databases when needed (see Supplement Material 1).
Other sources such as Google Scholar and reference lists of
relevant studies were hand-searched to ensure a comprehensive
overview of the subject. An EndNote library (version X9,
Clarivate Analytics, Boston, MA, USA) was created to import
all citations from the search strategy. Then, all duplicates were
identified and removed.
Step 3: Study Selection
Definitions of Key Concepts
Symptomatic LSS was defined as back and/or leg pain causing
NC in patients diagnosed with degenerative LSS. The targeted
outcome was walking capacity which was considered from two
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different perspectives: walking capacity defined as a distance or
time spent walking, and walking capacity defined as performance
during a functional task that repetitively involve lower limbs
and/or trunk movement (e.g., the Timed Up and Go test or stairs
climbing). Associated factors of walking capacity were regarded
as either physical or psychological. Physical factors were divided
into patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) [e.g., pain,
disability and QoL] and objectives measures [e.g., gait pattern
characteristics (e.g., speed, cadence, and step width), lower limb
strength and range ormotion (ROM)] while psychological factors
of interest included anxiety, depression, kinesiophobia, frailty,
and self-efficacy.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in this scoping review, studies had to be limited to
human participants and be published in peer-reviewed scientific
journals in either French, English, or Spanish language. Study
designs were limited to cohort, and cross-sectional studies.
Randomized controlled trials were also considered provided
that they present baseline data of participants with LSS and
associated NC and reported on correlation or regression prior to
the beginning of the intervention. In addition, assessments had
to include at least one physical and/or psychological outcome
measures. To be include, studies needed to fulfill inclusion
criteria regarding the specific populations (P), intervention (I),
and outcomes measures (O) that are presented in Table 1. In
addition, studies that included participants with congenital LSS,
scoliosis, or vascular claudication were excluded. The following
types of publication were also excluded: validation study, case
study, cases series, systematic review and meta-analysis, gray
literature, and governmental documents.
Screening
All potentially eligible articles were independently screened
by a pair of reviewers (MH, MERP) in two phases, using a
standardized Excel spreadsheet. In phase one screening, titles
and abstracts were classified as relevant, possibly relevant, or
irrelevant according to the eligibility criteria. Then during phase
two screening, the full text of possibly relevant articles was
reviewed by the same pair of reviewers for final determination of
eligibility. Reviewers discussed disagreement to reach consensus
for both phases of screening and a third independent reviewer
(AAM) was consulted to achieve consensus if needed.
Step 4: Charting the Data
The following descriptive variables were extracted from all
relevant studies using a standardized extraction form: authors,
year of publication, title, country, study design, sample size,
definitions of both LSS and NC, description of the study
population (number of participants with LSS, LSS type, age,
and gender ratio), independent variables, dependent variables,
and key findings from study results. A pair of researchers
independently extracted data (MH, JDB) and if necessary, a third
person (AAM) was involved to resolve disagreements.
Step 5: Collating, Summarizing, and
Reporting Results
Study Designs and Participants
Data regarding study designs, sample sizes, and patients’
characteristics were summarized to provide an overall picture of
the populations studied.
Quality Assessment
Quality assessment of all eligible studies was independently
completed by two reviewers (MH, JDB) using the Appraisal tool
for Cross-sectional Studies (AXIS) (26). When a disagreement
between the two reviewers occurred, a third person (AAM)
was involved to reach consensus. The AXIS tool contains 20
questions that address three different domains: study design
(7 questions), study quality (7 questions) and risk of bias (6
questions). Each question is answered by either “yes” (1 point),
“no” (0 point), or “do not know” (0 point). A sum of all “yeses”
is calculated to provide an overall score with higher scores
indicating higher quality. As none of the studies reported a
description of the non-responders (question 7), question 14 (“If
appropriate, was information about non-responders described?”)
became non-applicable and therefore was removed from the
quality assessment checklist, bringing the maximum possible
score to 19. Furthermore, question 19 (“Were there any funding
sources or conflicts of interest that may affect the authors’
interpretation of the result?”) was given one point when it was
specified that there were no conflicts of interest.
TABLE 1 | Inclusion criteria regarding population, intervention, and outcomes measures.
Inclusion criteria P I C O





• With or without spondylolisthesis
• Coexisting LSS types
(e.g., central + foraminal)
• Presenting with NC
• Having at least 18 years old
• Associations provided before any
medical intervention is initiated










- Gait pattern characteristics
If there was a mixed sample (e.g., LSS and healthy participants), the study was kept only if data from patients with LSS could be extracted separately.
P, Population; I, Intervention; C, Comparison; O, Outcome measures; LSS, lumbar spinal stenosis; NC, neurogenic claudication.
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Results Organization
Results were first organized into two broad categories based
on the nature of the reported associations. The categories were
defined as follow: associations in relation to [1] walking capacity,
and [2] functional tasks. Then, within each category, results
were organized based on outcome measure types (i.e., PROMs,
objective outcome measures, and any other relevant outcome
whenever applicable).
RESULTS
The initial literature search identified 6,034 possible studies
for inclusion in the scoping review. Following the removal of
duplicates (n = 1,665), 4,369 studies remained. Initial screening
of titles and abstracts resulted in the exclusion of 4315 articles
that did not meet inclusion criteria. Out of the remaining 54 full-
text articles, 21 fulfilled the inclusion criteria. Frequent updates
of the search strategy were conducted during the review process.
In light of the last update conducted on July 15, 2021, three
additional articles fulfilling inclusion criteria were found bringing
the final number of included studies to 24. All studies were
published between 2007 and 2020 from 11 different countries
over 3 continents (see Supplement Material 2 for more details).
Figure 1 presents the study selection flowchart.
Participants
Out of the 24 studies, seventeen were cross-sectional studies,
five were prospective observational studies, one was a secondary
analysis of a RCT, and one was a retrospective observational
study. Sample sizes ranged from 12 to 1009 participants. In
FIGURE 1 | PRISMA flowchart.
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addition, out of the 2,973 participants included in the 24
studies, 1,694 had symptomatic LSS with NC. In most studies
(n = 17), LSS was diagnosed using a combination of clinical
assessment such as patient’s history and/or physical examination,
and findings of MRI. Regarding NC, only seven studies described
NC as pain, numbness, weakness, or tingling in the lower
extremity brought on by lumbar extension, standing, or walking.
Based on criteria provided for inclusion of participants (or
introduction section when inclusion criteria prevented the
definitive identification of LSS subtypes), 974 presented with
central LSS, 246 presented with combined central LSS and
spondylolisthesis, 66 presented with either central or foraminal
stenosis, 54 with either central or lateral stenosis, 49 with either
central LSS or a combination of central and foraminal stenosis or
lateral stenosis and 14 presented with lateral LSS. Finally, there
were 291 patients for which the exact LSS type (e.g., central)
was not explicitly described. Mean age of participants ranged
from 58 to 76.9 years old across studies. Extracted data regarding
population are presented in Supplement Material 2.
Quality Assessment
The 24 studies were assessed for quality using the AXIS tool. Two
studies (27, 28) scored between 6 and 10, 14 studies (15, 19, 21,
29–39) scored between 11 and 15, and 8 studies (40–47) scored
between 16 and 19. The items from the AXIS tool are reported in
Supplement Material 3.
Associations
Surprisingly, no study investigated associations between gait
pattern characteristics and walking capacity or functional tasks.
However, a few studies reported associations between either
physical or psychological factors and gait pattern characteristics.
Considering that gait pattern characteristics do have a direct
impact on walking capacity, these unplanned associations have
been extracted and are now presented as a third category of
associations along with walking capacity and functional tasks. All
reported associations (significant or not) between either physical
or psychological factors, and measures of walking capacity,
functional tasks, or gait pattern characteristics are presented in
Supplementary Table 1.
There was significant heterogeneity within both PROMs and
objective measures used to assess physical and psychological
factors for each category of outcomemeasures among the studies.
Figure 2 illustrates the range of outcome measures reported.
As a large range of associated factors were retrieved from the
24 studies, only significant associations with walking capacity,
functional tasks, and gait pattern characteristics are reported
herein. Additional details regarding non-significant associations
are reported in Supplement Material 4. All associations are
illustrated in Figure 3.
Physical and Psychological Factors Associated With
Walking Capacity
PROMs
Pain. Overall, conflicting results were found based on the four
studies reporting on the association between leg and/or back
pain and walking capacity (distance or time). More specifically,
Ishimoto et al. reported a weak positive association between
symptomatic LSS (lower limb and/or buttock pain) and the 6-m
walking time at maximal pace (vs. usual pace) (31). Tomkins-
Lane and Battie (15) reported moderate positive correlations
between walking distance and number of years with back
pain and number of years with leg pain. They also reported
moderate negative associations between walking capacity and
intensity of leg pain before walking, and the items 8 (pain and
discomfort over the past week affecting activities) and 15 (pain
and discomfort over the past week requiring medication) of the
Health Utilities Index Mark 3 (HUI) questionnaire (15). The
other two studies did not report significant associations between
pain and walking capacity (28, 40).
Disability. Overall, conflicting results were found based on the
six studies reporting on the association between disability and
walking capacity (distance or time).
Three studies (28, 40, 44) measured disability using the
Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale (QBPDS), of which only
one showed a strong negative correlation between the total
QBPDS score and walking distance (40). When looking at the
questionnaire individual subscales, four (walk, reach, run, and
groceries) were strongly and negatively correlated with total
walking distance and one (stand) was strongly and negatively
correlated with walking time to first symptoms.
All four studies using the Swiss Spinal Stenosis Questionnaire
found moderate to strong negative correlations with walking
capacity (15, 40, 41, 46). Specifically, Drury et al. reported a
moderate association between walking distance and the SSSQ
total score. Regarding the SSSQ individual subscales, results
among the four studies were conflicting. Drury et al. reported
moderate to strong negative correlations between walking
capacity and the physical function and each component of
the symptom subscale (pain, sensory and neuroischemic) (41).
Thornes et al. reported a moderate negative correlation between
walking capacity and the physical function subscale and Tomkins
and Battie reported a moderate negative correlation between
walking capacity and the symptom subscale. However, two
studies also reported no correlation between walking capacity
and some SSSQ subscales (40, 46).
All three studies using the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI)
found weak to strong correlations with total walking distance
(15, 40, 44). However, Conway et al. reported a non-significant
correlation between the ODI andwalking capacity regarding time
to first symptoms (40).
Quality of Life. Overall, conflicting results were found based on
the five studies reporting on the association between quality of
life and walking capacity (distance or time) (15, 37, 40, 41, 44).
All three studies reporting on QoL using the 36-item Short
Form Health Survey (SF-36) reported at least one significant
associations of varying strength with walking distance (37,
40, 41). Of these, one reported a strong positive correlation
between SF-36 and walking distance (41). When looking at
the questionnaire individual subscales, three studies reported
moderate to strong positive correlations between the physical
functioning (PF) subscale and walking distance (37, 40,
41). Moreover, Drury et al. (41) reported moderate positive
correlations between four of the subscales (role physical, bodily
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FIGURE 2 | Range and proportion of tools used to assess physical and psychological factors associated with walking capacity, functional task, and gait pattern
characteristics. PROMs, Patient-Reported Outcome Measures; OM, Objective Measures; GPC, Gait Pattern Characteristics; QoL, Quality of Life; MRI, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; SSSQ, Swiss Spinal Stenosis Questionnaire; DASH, Disability of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand questionnaire;
RMDQ, Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire; QBPDS, Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale; TSK, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptoms
Scale; PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; DESC, Rasch-based Depression Screener; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; LBP,
Low Back Pain; SF-36, 36-item Short Form Health Survey; SF-12, Medical Outcomes Short-Form 12; HUI, Health Utilities Index Mark 3; VAS, Visual Analog Scale;
CES-D, Center of Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; CSA, Cross-sectional area; JOABPEQ, Japanese Orthopedic Association Back Pain Evaluation
Questionnaire.
pain, general health index and social functioning) and walking
distance whereas they reported a weak positive correlation
between the vitality subscale and walking distance. Out of
the two studies reporting on the association between the
mental health subscale and walking distance (37, 41), only
one reported a moderate positive correlation (37). One study
used a shorter version of the SF-36 (SF-12) and reported
no significant association (44). Finally, one study reported a
moderate positive correlation between health-related QoL using
the HUI questionnaire and walking capacity (15).
Anxiety and Depression. One study assessed depression using
the CES-D and reported no significant correlation between
depression status and walking distance (19).
Estimated Walking Distance. One study assessed estimated
walking distance and showed a strong significant correlation
between this estimated and measured walking distances (40).
Objective Outcome Measures
MRI Findings. Overall, conflicting results were found based on
the three studies reporting on the association between MRI
characteristics and walking capacity (distance or time) (19, 27,
33). One study reported a negative association between the cross-
sectional area of the dural tube measured at L1/L2 and walking
distance (19). Two studies reported no significant correlation
between MRI findings and walking distance (27, 33).
Other Objective Outcome Measures. Overall, conflicting results
were found based on the six studies reporting on the association
between other objective measures and walking capacity (15, 19,
30, 36, 40). Specifically, one study reported a strong positive
correlation between maximum time of continuous activity per
day over a 7-day period (at a minimum of low intensity) and
walking distance (40), and another study reported a moderate
positive correlation between daily step count and walking
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FIGURE 3 | Associations between walking capacity, gait pattern characteristics, functional tasks, and PROMs and objective measures expressed in number of
studies. PROMs, Patient-Reported Outcome Measures; OM, Objective Measures; QoL, Quality of Life; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; CES-D, Center of
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; HUI, Health Utilities Index Mark 3; SF-36, 36-item Short Form Health Survey; SF-12, Medical Outcomes Short-Form 12;
ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; SSSQ, Swiss Spinal Stenosis Questionnaire; ZCQ, Zurich Claudication Questionnaire; QBPDS, Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale;
LBP, Low Back Pain; VAS, Visual Analog Scale; ROM, Range of Motion; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale; PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; HADS, Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale; TSK, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; DESC, Rasch-based Depression Screener; DASH, Disability of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand
questionnaire; RMDQ, Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; JOABPEQ, Japanese Orthopedic Association Back Pain Evaluation
Questionnaire.
distance (35). One study showed a moderate negative correlation
between balance problems and walking capacity (15). One
study reported a negative association between BMI and walking
distance, and a positive association between functional status
(combination of tests) and walking distance (19). One study
reported a strong negative correlation between trunk postural
sway and maximum walking distance (36). Two of these studies
also showed no significant association between other objectives
measures and walking capacity (36, 40). Finally, one study
reported a moderate negative correlation between handgrip
strength and walking time and a weak positive correlation
between handgrip strength and walking distance (30).
Physical and Psychological Factors Associated With
Functional Tasks
PROMs
Pain. Overall, conflicting results were found based on the four
studies reporting on the association between pain outcomes and
functional tasks (31, 35, 38, 40). More specifically, strong positive
correlations were found between leg pain severity and overall
activity per day measured with an activity monitor, as well as
maximum time of continuous activity per day (40).
Pryce et al. reported moderate to strong correlations between
back pain (intensity and related function), leg pain (related
function), and physical activity (volume and duration). Physical
activity intensity was not associated with either back or leg pain
intensity and function. They also reported moderate to strong
negative correlations between back or leg pain intensity and bout
length or maximum bout length of meaningful activity. However,
back pain intensity was negatively correlated with bout length
and maximum bout length only at meaningful physical activity
intensity, while leg pain intensity was only correlated at moderate
intensity (between 1.5 and 2.99METs) (38). All other associations
between pain and functional tasks were non-significant (31, 35).
Disability. Overall, conflicting results were found based on the
five studies reporting on the association between disability and
functional tasks (32, 35, 38, 40, 46, 47).
Conway et al. reported strong negative correlations
between disability, measured using the run subscale of the
QBPDS questionnaire, and overall activity per day, as well as
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between disability and time of continuous activity. All other
correlations between the QBPDS and functional tasks were not
significant (40).
Four studies conducted correlation analyses between the ODI
and functional tasks (32, 38, 40, 47). Results from Pryce et al.
(38) showed moderate to strong negative correlations between
disability and physical activity volume, intensity, and duration.
They also showed moderate to strong negative correlations
between disability and maximum bout length at meaningful
intensity and at moderate intensity during ambulatory behavior.
The ODI was only correlated with bout length during ambulatory
behavior at moderate intensity. Thornes et al. reported an
association between stability in gait and the total ODI score. All
other associations between ODI and functional tasks were not
significant (32, 40).
The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) was
used in the study by Pryce et al. (38) to assess disability.
In this study, authors reported moderate to strong negative
correlations between disability and physical activity volume,
intensity, and duration. They also reported moderate to strong
negative correlations between disability and bout length and
maximum bout length during ambulatory behavior (38).
Three studies reported on the correlation between the SSSQ
[also known as the Zurich Claudication Questionnaire (ZCQ)]
total score or subscales and functional tasks (35, 46, 47).
The results of Thornes et al. (46) showed negative moderate
correlations between the symptoms subscale and the 30-second
Sit-to-Stand test, and the One Leg Stance test while they
showed a positive moderate correlation between the symptoms
subscale and the stair climbing test. The authors also reported
a moderate correlation between the physical function subscale
and stair climbing (46) and a weak association between the
physical function subscale and the score of the Mini-BESTest
(47). However, Minetama et al. (35) reported non-significant
correlations between daily step count and the symptom subscale
or the physical function subscale of the SSSQ.
Finally, Price et al. reported moderate to strong negative
correlations between disability measured using the DASH
questionnaire and physical activity volume, intensity, and
duration, as well as bout length andmaximum bout length during
ambulatory behavior (38).
Quality of Life. Overall, conflicting results were found based on
the two studies reporting on the association between QoL and
functional tasks (38).
Pryce et al. reported moderate to strong positive correlations
between the SF-36 total score and physical activity (volume,
duration, intensity), and ambulatory behavior (bout length
and maximum bout length) at both meaningful and moderate
intensity (38). Further details about correlations between
functional task and all SF-36 subscales are presented in
Supplementary Table 1.
Depression, Anxiety, and Fear Avoidance. Two studies reported
on the association between either depression or fear avoidance
and functional tasks (21, 35). Depression was strongly and
negatively correlated with the patient’s participation in social,
daily and work-related activities using the Aachen Activity and
Participation Index (AAPI). Depression was also moderately
and positively correlated with lower extremity function using
the RehaCAT lower extremity subscale and with activities of
daily living when using the RehaCAT lower extremity subscale.
Minetama et al. (35) reported moderate negative correlations
between daily step count and the total score, the cognitive anxiety
subscale, the escape/avoidance subscale, and the fear subscale
of the Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale (PASS-20). The authors
also reported a weak negative correlation between daily step
count and depression as measured by the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS) but no correlation with anxiety also
measured by the HADS (35).
Furthermore, two studies reported on the association between
kinesiophobia and functional tasks (21, 35). The somatic focus
subscale of the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (TSK) was strongly
and positively correlated with the RehaCAT lower extremity
subscale while the activity avoidance subscale was moderately
and positively correlated with the RehaCAT lower extremity
subscale. The score of the RehaCAT activities of daily living
subscale was moderately and positively correlated with the
somatic focus and the activity avoidance subscales of the TSK
(21). The correlation between daily step count and kinesiophobia
was not significant (35).
Finally, one study reported a correlation between daily step
count and pain catastrophizing as measured with the Pain
Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) (35). However, the correlations
between each subscale of the PCS were not significantly
correlated with daily step count.
Objective Outcome Measures
Other Objective Outcome Measures. Two studies reported on the
associations between other objective measures and functional
tasks performance. Schmidt et al. (39) reported weak associations
between either trunk extensor muscle endurance, leg strength
asymmetry, or leg speed during a leg press and the Short Physical
Performance Battery score. They also reported weak associations
between either trunk extensor muscle endurance, knee flexion
ROM, or knee extension strength asymmetry and the Habitual
Gait Speed test, and a weak association between leg strength
and the Chair Stand test (39). Finally, one study reported a
moderate negative correlation between handgrip strength and
walking steps (30).
Physical and Psychological Factors Associated With
Gait Pattern Characteristics
PROMs
Pain Severity. Overall, conflicting results were found based on
the three studies reporting on the association between pain
severity and gait pattern characteristics (29, 34, 43). To assess
pain severity, one study used the 11-point Numeric Rating Scale
(NRS) and two studies used a Visual Analog Scale (VAS) (29,
34, 43). Only back pain, measured using the NRS, was weakly
and positively correlated to walking velocity (29). Regarding
leg pain, Kuwahara et al. (34) reported a moderate negative
correlation between leg pain and peak trunk tilt during walking
(34). Other significant correlations were reported between pain
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severity (location unspecified) and width of base of support, the
Gait Disability Index (GDI), peak lumbar tilt pre- and post-
walking, and changes in pelvis tilt variation during stance (43).
All other gait pattern characteristics measured in these studies
were non-significant.
Disability. Overall, conflicting results were found based on the
three studies reporting on the association between disability and
gait pattern characteristics (29, 42, 44).
Out of two studies using the ODI to assess disability (29, 44),
one study reported strong positive correlations between disability
and gait velocity and step length, as well as a weak positive
correlation between disability and base of support (29). The
same authors also reported that other gait pattern characteristics
such as cadence, lumbar proprioception (except for left lateral
bending) and ROM were not correlated with the ODI score. The
second study reported a strong correlation between disability and
free walking speed (44).
One study reported a moderate correlation between disability,
measured using the QBPDS, and free walking speed (44).
Finally, one study reported weak positive associations between
disability, measured using the JOABPED total score or its
individual subscales, and short stride when walking (42).
Quality of Life. One study reported non-significant
correlations between QoL using the SF-12 and gait pattern
characteristics (29).
Objective Outcome Measures
Other Objective Outcome Measures. One study reported weak
positive correlations between anterior trunk flexion angle during
walking and step length as well as maximum ankle plantar flexion
moment (45).
DISCUSSION
This systematic scoping review explored the current state of
scientific knowledge regarding the associations between physical
or psychological factors and walking capacity in patients with
LSS. Results show that physical factors are more commonly
studied than psychological factors with 22 studies reporting on
physical factors and 3 reporting on psychological factors. The
systematic scoping review highlighted the use of a wide range
of PROMs and objective measures, with disability being the
most frequently reported outcome measure followed by pain.
Among objective measures, reported tools were heterogenous
with most used in no more than one study. A third outcome
category (gait pattern characteristics) was added following data
extraction given that no study directly assessed gait pattern
characteristics in relation to walking capacity. Considering the
impact of gait pattern characteristics on decreased walking
capacity, associations between physical or psychological factors
and gait pattern characteristics were reported. Results among
studies were conflicting regarding associations between PROMs
and either walking capacity, functional tasks, or gait pattern
characteristics. Results were also conflicting for associations
between objective measures and either walking capacity,
functional tasks, or gait pattern characteristics. Some outcome
measures, however, were clearly associated with several measures
related to walking capacity. For instance, walking capacity was
significantly associated with pain outcomes, disability, estimated
walking distance, and cross-sectional area of the dural tube in
the lumbar spine L1/L2. Among the included studies, functional
tasks were associated with physical factors such as lower back
and upper limb disability, and lower limb endurance, strength,
ROM, and speed. Strong significant correlations were also found
between gait pattern characteristics (speed and stride) and
disability outcomes. These results clearly highlight the intricate
and heterogeneous presentation of symptomatic LSS.
Conflicting results can possibly be explained by the
heterogeneity of walking capacity tests used across studies.
Most tests were not validated in people with symptomatic LSS
(28, 31–33, 36, 41, 44, 46), although a fewwere validated in elderly
individuals (31, 32, 44). Out of nine walking tests, only four
(Self-Pace walking tests, Shuttle walking test, Treadmill walking
test and 6-meter walking test) were validated and/or reliable
specifically for patients with LSS (see Supplement Material 5 for
further details). Further studies are needed to assess the validity
of commonly used walking tests in patients with symptomatic
LSS. Validated walking test for patient with LSS should be used
to better understand walking limitations caused by LSS.
The most commonly reported psychological factor was
depression and results were conflicting. The Rasch-based
Depression Screener (DESC) and PASS-20 questionnaire were
associated with decreased performance in functional tasks.
Other psychological factors including anxiety, depression and
kinesiophobia were either not associated or showed conflicting
evidence of association with walking capacity, functional tasks,
or gait pattern characteristics. A comprehensive assessment
of walking capacity combined with a better knowledge of
the physical and psychological factors associated with walking
capacity will help health care professionals identified targeted
rehabilitation strategies.
The present systematic scoping review highlighted conflicting
results among studies reporting on the association between
PROMs or objectives measures and measures related to walking
capacity (i.e., walking capacity, functional tasks, and gait pattern
characteristics). The wide range of questionnaires used to assess
the same outcome could also explain some of these conflicting
results. For instance, disability was reported using 6 different
questionnaires, with only one being specifically validated for
LSS (the SSSQ). Low back pain and/or leg pain were also
reported among studies using different tools (presence or absence
thereof, VAS, NRS, or HUI). The most commonly reported
QoL questionnaire used was the SF-36. However, its association
with walking capacity and functional tasks was unclear. On the
other hand, the HUI, also used to assess QoL, was associated
with greater walking capacity. Objective measures were all
different across studies and such heterogeneity impeded our
ability to determine whether specific outcome measures are
related to walking capacity in patients with LSS. In addition,
no study specifically assessed gait pattern characteristics such
as stride, walking phases, or walking velocity in relation to
walking distance or walking time. It seems important to evaluate
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these characteristics in order to establish if deviations from
normal gait pattern are present in patients with symptomatic
LSS. Knowing that risk of fall is increased in populations with
mobility impairment (32), a better understanding of walking
gait characteristics that can modify walking capacity is needed
to know if these walking parameters can also contribute to
an increased risk of fall. As such, slower walking speed seems
to be related to increased fear of falling (48). Given that
some changes in gait pattern normally occur with aging, it is
important to know if additional changes are brought on by
symptomatic LSS.
Another possible explanation for the conflicting results is
the lack of a clear definition for LSS in the studies. Diagnostic
ascertainment for inclusion of participants was not clearly
mentioned in some studies. Furthermore, many studies reported
only the range of included LSS subtypes among participant
instead of providing the exact number of individuals per subtype.
They also did not clearly describe affected levels.
Clinical Implications
For clinicians, understanding which walking parameters are
modified in patients with LSS would provide new insights on
the consequences brought on by LSS on gait. If any of these
parameters are identified as associated factors, clinicians will be
able to establish a treatment plan and monitor clinical evolution
more closely over time. Clinicians are also aware that the
patient’s psychological state can have an impact on the prognosis
of musculoskeletal disorders. For instance, patients with LSS
reporting depression or at high risk of developing depression
show poorer outcomes over time (49). However, more studies are
needed to inform the possible implications of psychological status
on walking-related functions in patients with LSS.
The Self-Paced Walking Test (SPWT) was the most used
test to assessed walking capacity in patients with LSS and was
the only reliable and validated one for this specific population.
Results from the present systematic scoping review suggest
that subjective evaluation tools such as the SSSQ and ODI
were the disability-related questionnaires the most used and for
which there were many significant associations with the three
domains (walking capacity, functional tasks, and gait pattern
characteristics). Regarding QoL, the most used questionnaire was
the SF-36 but results were conflicting across studies.MRI findings
(cross-sectional area) were associated with walking capacity.
Regarding objective measures and psychological factors, current
evidence suggests that further studies are needed to be able
to better formulate recommendations for clinicians. Exploring
other biomechanical walking parameters such as minimal toe
clearance, speed, simple and double stance and step width can
be interesting indicators to consider when assessing walking
capacity in future studies.
Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic scoping review to
assess physical and psychological factors associated with walking
capacity in patients with LSS. One strength of this review is
that every step was consistent with the current standards for
conducting a systematic scoping review (24, 25). It is not,
however, without limitation. The first limitation of our study was
the low number of studies that provided a direct evaluation of
walking capacity. Only studies published in English, French or
Spanish were considered for this scoping review.We cannot rule-
out that additional relevant evidence may have been published in
other languages. Moreover, most of the studies did not specify the
level and location of the LSS limiting the clinical interpretation of
the results with regards to distinction of LSS subtypes.
CONCLUSION
The present systematic scoping review allowed to identify
physical and psychological factors that are associated with
walking capacity in patients with symptomatic LSS. However, a
large number of associations reported between walking capacity
and physical or psychological factors were conflicting especially
when correlated directly with the assessment of walking capacity.
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